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the COMPLete 
argan OIL- InFUSED aPPrOaCH 
tO hAIR  CARe And StYL InG

Moroccanoil is the leader and pioneer in argan oil-infused 

beauty products. Our expertise in the creation of formulas 

that combine the treatment and nourishing properties of oils, 

along with cosmetic ingredients to create highly performing 

emulsions is what sets us apart from other brands.

All of our products—from cleansing and conditioning to styling 

and finishing are oil-infused, offering a unique approach to 

hair care and styling that not only leaves hair naturally smooth 

and shiny, but also improves its condition with each use.



¨		smoothing lotion
  All-in-one blow-dry styler increases 

manageability with medium hold. 
Repels humidity and provides 
definition. Increases styling control 
and tames frizz.

 For unruly and frizzy hair

¨		smoothing mask
  Concentrated argan butter 

formula. Intensely conditions to 
set the stage for smooth styling. 
Improves elasticity.

 For unruly and frizzy hair

¨		smoothing 
shampoo & conditioner

  AminoRenew™ ingredient aligns 
hair’s keratin structure. Smoothes 
hair from the inside out. Color-
safe. Sulfate, phosphate and 
paraben-free.

 For unruly and frizzy hair

¨		moroccanoil 
treatment

 For all hair types 

¨		moroccanoil 
treatment light

 For fine or light-colored hair

  The essential foundation for all 
hair types. A versatile styler that 
can be used for conditioning, 
styling and finishing. Fast-absorbing, 
antioxidant argan oil-infused 
formula transforms hair to become 
shiny, smooth and manageable. 
Speeds up drying time.

smooth

moroccanoil  treatment



¨		intense 
hydrating mask

  Concentrated formula deeply 
nourishes and replenishes moisture. 
Improves texture and elasticity. 
Increases shine.

 For medium to thick dry hair

¨		weightless 
hydrating mask

  Concentrated yet weightless 
formula hydrates and replenishes 
moisture. Improves texture and 
elasticity. Increases shine.

 For fine dry hair

¨		restorative hair mask
  High-performance reparative 

formula restructures and fortifies. 
Rich in protein to help rebuild 
damaged hair. Strengthens and 
restores elasticity.

 For weakened and damaged hair

¨		clariFying shampoo
  Deeply cleanses without 

stripping hair. Restores hair to 
a weightless, healthy balance. 
Color-safe. Sulfate, phosphate 
and paraben-free.

 For hair burdened by buildup

¨		hydrating 
styling cream

  Lightweight styler conditions, 
increases manageability and 
fights frizz. Soft hold, natural feel. 
Tames flyaways and refreshes 
day-two styles.

 For all hair types

¨		hydrating 
shampoo & conditioner

  Hydrates and nourishes to restore 
hair’s moisture balance. Infused 
with replenishing nutrients including 
Vitamins A and E and red algae. 
Color-safe. Sulfate, phosphate and 
paraben-free.

 For all hair types

¨		moisture repair 
shampoo & conditioner

  Helps restore health, strength 
and elasticity to hair. Infused with 
reparative proteins and fatty acids 
to help mend broken strands. 
Color-safe. Sulfate, phosphate 
and paraben-free.

 For weakened and damaged hair

repair clariFy

hydration



¨		root boost
  Preps roots with a strong texturized 

foundation prior to heat styling. 
Thickens strands while enhancing 
volume and lift. Long-lasting hold.

 For fine to medium hair

¨		curl deFining cream
  Activates and defines curls while 

fighting frizz. Memory factor creates 
long-lasting curls. Refreshes and 
enhances bounce and movement.

 For wavy to curly hair

¨		curl control mousse
  Shapes and tames tightly spiraled 

curls. Seals in moisture to control 
frizz. No sticky residue, natural feel.

 For curly to tightly-spiraled hair

¨		volumizing mousse
  Builds body and fullness with no 

sticky residue. Weightless formula 
maintains movement and bounce. 
Flexible, long-lasting hold.

 For fine to medium hair

¨		extra volume 
shampoo & conditioner

  Linden bud extract plumps hair with 
moisture. Ultra lightweight formulas 
boost body. Color-safe. Sulfate, 
phosphate and paraben-free.

 For fine to medium hair

¨		intense curl cream
  Leave-in conditioner. Provides 

rich hydration without stickiness. 
Maintains curls’ natural shape.

 For wavy to curly hair

curl

volume



¨		styling gel medium
  Defines while imparting shine. 

Provides foundational blowout 
support. Alcohol-free formula 
leaves no flaky residue.

 For all hair types

¨		styling gel strong
  Defines while imparting shine. 

Creates sculpted and piecey looks. 
Alcohol-free formula leaves no 
flaky residue.

 For all hair types

¨		molding cream
  Emollient and workable formula 

gently shapes and defines. Enhances 
look and feel of hair with thickening 
fibers. For natural styles with a matte 
finish and flexible hold.

 For all hair types

¨		dry scalp treatment
  Geranium essential oils nourish 

and relieve irritation (including 
scalps sensitive to color). Salicylic 
acid gently exfoliates to help reduce 
itch and flakiness. Boosts shine, 
improves circulation.

 For dry scalp

¨		oily scalp treatment
  Ginger root oil helps balance oil 

production in the scalp. Soothes 
inflammation of hair follicle. Revives 
lifeless-looking hair.

 For oily scalp

¨		glimmer shine
  Finishes looks in a brilliant veil 

of shine. Enhances color and 
highlights. Alcohol-free.

 For all hair types

¨		luminous hairspray 
strong

  Ideal for more demanding styles 
including updos. Lightweight and 
workable formula brushes out 
with no flakes. Fights frizz, imparts 
luminous shine. 

 For all hair types

¨		luminous hairspray 
medium

  Ideal for soft, natural everyday 
styles. Lightweight and workable 
formula brushes out with no flakes. 
Fights frizz, imparts luminous shine.

 For all hair types

style balance

Finish



¨		heat styling protection
  Prevents breakage and split ends 

from heat styling. Protects up to 
430°F/221°C. Provides soft hold 
and a glossy finish.

 For all hair types

¨		Frizz control
  For all hair types prone to 

frizz. Weather-resistant formula 
safeguards hair in any climate. 
Combats frizz for a calmer, more 
manageable appearance.

 For all hair types

¨		dry shampoo light tones
  Violet undertones help balance 

brassiness and maintain color 
integrity. Rice starches absorb 
oil, buildup and odor. Hair is left 
cleansed and refreshed with a soft, 
silky finish.

 For all hair types

¨		dry shampoo dark tones
  Ulta-fine formula preserves color 

richness by leaving no dull residue. 
Rice starches absorb oil, buildup 
and odor. Hair is left cleansed and 
refreshed with a soft, silky finish. 

 For all hair types

For more product information 
and Ideas & Tips videos, visit moroccanoil.com

extras

notes



OuR jOuRneY StARted wIth An 
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